S ourceBottle Expert Profile| What you see...

Edit your profile right here.

See how your profile looks to a journalist.
Keep an eye on these numbers. If you’re not getting pitched or viewed very often, you might need to broaden your
keywords. If you’re not getting viewed very often, despite being regularly pitched, again revisit your keywords (and your
story in summary) to ensure your terms aren’t too broad and you are who you say you are.
Always include your surname.
(It looks way more professional.)
Make sure the email address you include
is accurate and one you check regularly.

*Important*: Include a great headshot. Journalists like
to see their prospective sources. Smile!

Include active links so the journalist merely
has to clink on the link and ‘ta da!”.

This is where you can elaborate and share your full story.
But remember to only include the highlights along your
journey, rather than offering up a blow-by-blow account of
your lfe. (Shouldn’t be more than four paragraphs).

Make sure this box is ticked as it gives us permission to
pitch your Expert Profile on your behalf.

*Very important*: Along with your picture,
name and occupation, THIS is all the
journalist sees in the email pitch. You need to
make it very personal, succinct and
compelling. It needs to pique the journalist’s
interest so they can’t help but want to know
more.

*Very, very important*: Your keywords are
the cornerstone of the matching process.
It’s an ‘exact match’ system, so it’s really
important that you separate each
keyword/keyword phrase with a comma and
use a variety of words that describe your
expertise. You also need to give some
thought on the words/phrases a journalist
would use when looking for someone like
you. For more details on keyword selection,
see our “Expert Profile Cheasheet”.
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The ‘call out’ title.

Your full name
Your headshot

The journalist clicks on ‘View Profile’ if they want to learn
more, or get in contact with you.

Your position and organisation
You have 200 characters to tell your story in
the most personal, compelling and succinct
way. So don’t start at the beginning. Instead,
make sure your story focuses on ‘what’ it is
that you want to be famous for and (if you
have sufficient space) ‘why’.

What the journalist sees next, if they want to know more…

*Important*: Include a great headshot.
Journalists like to see their prospective
sources. Smile!

All links should be active to make
it easier for the journalist to click
through to the desired page.

Ensure your email address is correct and
one that you check regularly.
Your full story should be no longer
than four paragraphs. Remember,
this is not a blow-by-blow account
of your entire life, but a succinct
and compelling overview of its
highlights.

